
SUPPLY CHAIN

ISSUE
Invoice processing has always been highly manual for €15bn global logistics
companies. It involves dozens of people processing hundreds of thousands of invoices
on an annual basis.

Letaba Logistics embarked on an RPA programme where a number of Finance activities
were reviewed to determine which could be automated.

At the time, one of the areas they wanted to automate was invoice processing.
However, following an assessment, the decision was made to deprioritise invoice
processing due to the complexity of semi-structured documents coupled with a
lack of extensive Intelligent Document Processing capabilities within their RPA
platform. This was a common issue for many organisations.

SOLUTION
With the increasing sophistication of technology, Letaba Logistics was able to
benefit from an intelligent invoice processing Proof of Concept (PoC), which could be
applied to a number of different document types.

Our Intelligent Document Processing tool re-engages the Accounts Payable team
and began to prove the value of IDP. We analysed the current process and designed
the future process prior to implementing a solution that could be scaled and reused.

Our Intelligent Document Processing (IDP) solution captures invoices using Intelligent
Automation. It then extracts, classifies and validates invoice data, which includes
Machine Learning for ongoing training of invoices. If there is data that cannot be
matched, this goes for verification by a human but the points that need to be checked
are clearly highlighted, so takes minimal effort. The invoice is then processed in the
ERP system using Intelligent Automation.
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Lets talk
If you’d like to explore how leading companies are approaching Intelligent

Document processing and the value it could deliver for you, we’d welcome the

opportunity to talk. Get in touch at info@rpanuggets.com
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